CSE 537 Artificial Intelligence  
Students Presentations Report

PRINT PART THREE and bring to class. Fill it in class during the presentation. I will collect it.

Mail PARTS ONE and TWO to me and TA within a day.

PRESENTATION REPORT FORMAT

Here are THREE PARTS of your students presentations report. Make notes during students presentations keeping in mind what you have to include in your PARTS ONE - THREE.

The slides of the presentations will be put on the WEB as we receive them. SO PLEASE mail your presentations slides to ME as soon as you deliver them.

PART ONE: Write your own general opinion about the talk, speakers, subject. Compare with at least 3 other talks.

PART TWO: Write your own short description of the content of the lecture part of the presentation.

PART THREE: Write your own evaluation of each presentations. Give number of points for each category and write one- two comment supporting your evaluation.
CSE 537 Artificial Intelligence
Students Presentations Report PART THREE

Your Name and ID:

Number of the Group you evaluate:

GROUP Presentation Title:

PRESENTATION Evaluation (60pts)
Overview, Bibliography (0-5pts)

Connection to the class lectures (0-5pts)

Organization of the talk (0-5pts)

Work division between speakers (0-10pts)

Speakers Understanding of the subject (0-10pts)

Speakers Effort to make subject accessible to others (0-10pts)

Quality of the slides (0-5pts)

Clarity of the talk goals and their execution (0-10pts)

TOTAL NUMBER OF POINTS: